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a b s t r a c t
Mathematicalmodelling is used routinely to understand the coding properties and dynamics of responses
of neurons and neural networks. Here we analyse the effectiveness of Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)
as a modelling tool for motor neuron responses. We used ANNs to model the synaptic responses of an
identified motor neuron, the fast extensor motor neuron, of the desert locust in response to displacement
of a sensory organ, the femoral chordotonal organ, which monitors movements of the tibia relative
to the femur of the leg. The aim of the study was threefold: first to determine the potential value
of ANNs as tools to model and investigate neural networks, second to understand the generalisation
properties of ANNs across individuals and to different input signals and third, to understand individual
differences in responses of an identified neuron. A metaheuristic algorithm was developed to design the
ANN architectures. The performance of the models generated by the ANNs was compared with those
generated through previous mathematical models of the same neuron. The results suggest that ANNs are
significantly better than LNL andWienermodels in predicting specific neural responses to GaussianWhite
Noise, but not significantly different when tested with sinusoidal inputs. They are also able to predict
responses of the same neuron in different individuals irrespective of which animal was used to develop
the model, although notable differences between some individuals were evident.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
Mathematical modelling has been used for many years to un-
derstand and describe biological systems, including their dynamics
(Gamble & DiCaprio, 2003), the effects of experimental manipula-
tion (Marder & Taylor, 2011), the impact of noise and variability
(Sarkar, Christini, & Sobie, 2012) and how they change with ageing
and disease (Horn, Ruppin, Usher, & Herrmann, 1993).
Linear andnon-linearmodels, such as those derivedbyWiener’s
method, have been widely used to quantify the behaviour of the
nervous system (Kondoh, Okuma, & Newland, 1995; Marmarelis,
2004; Marmarelis & Naka, 1972). While these methods are pow-
erful and provide quantitative descriptions of the linear dynamic
transfer characteristics of a system (Marmarelis & Naka, 1973a)
they can contain estimation errors due to background noise (De-
whirst, Angarita-Jaimes, Simpson, Allen, & Newland, 2012) and
∗ Correspondence to: SPCG, B13, University of Southampton, University Road,
S017 1BJ, Southampton, UK.
E-mail address: acm1c08@soton.ac.uk (A. Costalago Meruelo).
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0893-6080/© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access articpossibly overtraining of models (Tötterman & Toivonen, 2009).
These estimation errors in turn produce erroneous predictions
of the system’s responses (Gamble & DiCaprio, 2003). Moreover,
Wiener methods are not always applicable (Angarita-Jaimes et al.,
2012) as the system expansion of the Wiener representation does
not necessarily converge for all input functions (Palm & Poggio,
1977). In addition, such mathematical models have, in general,
been fitted to the response to a stimulus of an individual (De-
whirst et al., 2012; DiCaprio, 2003;Marmarelis &Naka, 1972;New-
land & Kondoh, 1997), without verifying if a particular model is a
good representation of the population as a whole (Marder & Tay-
lor, 2011). Using an average response to represent the population
responses may be misleading due to different characteristics in-
herent to each individual (Goldman, Golowasch, Marder, & Abbott,
2001).
Recently, there has been an interest in modelling dynamic sys-
tems using Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) since they have been
found to model accurately many continuous functions (Haykin,
1999). In particular, they have been applied to chemical pro-
cesses, plant identification and controller structures (Xing & Pham,
1995), and have been shown to have good predictive performance
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Zbikowski, & Gawthrop, 1992), financial markets (White, 1988),
classification (Suraweera&Ranasinghe, 2008) andpattern recogni-
tion (Bishop, 1995). The choice of ANNs tomodel somany different
systems is, in part, due to their flexibility, adaptability and gener-
alisation capabilities (Benardos & Vosniakos, 2007) and their easy
application in software and hardware devices (Hunt et al., 1992;
Twickel, Büschges, & Pasemann, 2011). They have been applied
successfully as robot locomotion controllers (Beer, Chiel, Quinn,
Espenschied, & Larsson, 1992; Chiel, Beer, Quinn, & Espenschied,
1992; Cruse et al., 1995) by imitating the nervous systems that pro-
duce motion in insects’ legs. Taken together these characteristics
make them a powerful tool for non-linear model description and
control system implementation.
The nervous system of insects, such as the desert locust, is rel-
atively simple compared to mammals and a number of the con-
stituent neurons with specific function are identifiable in different
animals (Burrows, 1996) making them ideal to test the potential
of ANNs to model neuronal responses, to analyse their generalisa-
tion abilities from one animal to the next and to understand in-
dividual differences in identified neurons. Imposed movement of
the tibia, relative to the femur of the locust results in a resistance
reflex that opposes the applied movement. This reflex can aid dur-
ing stance and walking, in situations such as tripping or under the
influence of other external forces (Field & Matheson, 1998). The
Fast Extensor Tibiae (FETi) motor neuron, which is activated dur-
ing reflex movements, is identifiable in every animal and has been
studied for many decades and various mathematical models have
been developed to understand its dynamics (Dewhirst et al., 2012;
Dewhirst, Simpson, Allen, & Newland, 2009; Newland & Kondoh,
1997). The linear and non-linear properties of the FETi responses
are well known, however, computational limitations in parameter
estimation and the noise and variability of individual recordings
have yet to be understood in detail (Angarita-Jaimes et al., 2012;
Dewhirst et al., 2012). These challenges provide the motivation to
test and validate ANNs as an effective mathematical method to
model and describe the neural response across individuals.
The aim of this work was threefold: first to develop a method
to design ANNs to model FETi responses and to determine
whether they provide an improved performance over previous
mathematical models; second, to understand the generalisation
properties of the ANNs across individuals and to different input
signals, and third, to understand individual differences in an
identified neuron between individuals. To address these issues the
performance of the ANN models was measured by their ability to
predict responses of an individual as well as different individuals
and their responses to different input stimuli.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Data recording and post-processing
Adult male and female desert locusts (Schistocerca gregaria,
Forskål) were mounted ventral surface uppermost in modelling
clay and fixed firmly with one hind leg rotated through 90° and
the femur–tibia angle set to 60° with the anterior face up. The
apodeme of the femoral chordotonal organ (FeCO) was exposed
by cutting a small window in the cuticle of the distal femur and
grasped with a pair of forceps attached to a shaker (Ling Altec 101,
LDS Test and Measurement) (Fig. 1). The apodeme was cut distally
to avoid movement of the tibia thus opening the reflex-control
loop. The thoracic ganglia were then exposed by removing the
cuticle of the ventral thorax and also the air sacs and small trachea
around the ganglia. A wax covered silver platformwas then placed
under the meta- and mesothoracic ganglia and the connectives
cut posterior to the metathoracic ganglion. The ganglionic sheathFig. 1. (A) The components of the reflex control loop. The input was applied to the
FeCO apodeme through a shaker and the output was the response of the FETi motor
neuron. (B) The stimuli applied to the system included a band-limited Gaussian
White Noise input shown in (i) the time domain and (ii) the frequency domain. A
5 Hz sinusoidal input was also applied and is shown in (iii) in time domain and (iv)
in frequency domain.
was then softened by treating directly with protease (Sigma Type
XIV) for 1 min (Newland & Kondoh, 1997). Intracellular recordings
were made using glass microelectrodes, filled with 3M potassium
acetate and with DC resistances of 50–80 M, by driving an
electrode through the sheath and into the soma of FETi. FETi
receives monosynaptic and polysynaptic inputs from the femoral
chordotonal organ (FeCO) that monitors movements of the tibia
about the femur and which together underlie a simple resistance
reflex that resists imposed movements of the hind leg (Field &
Matheson, 1998).
The synaptic signals recorded in FETi were amplified and
digitised with a sampling frequency of 10,000 Hz using a data
acquisition board (USB 2527 data acquisition card, Measurement
Computing, Norton, MA, USA) and stored for later analysis. They
were then re-sampled at 500 Hz in Matlab R⃝ following a 3rd order
low-pass anti-aliasing filter with a cut-off frequency of 250 Hz
to remove residual high frequency noise (the spectrum of the
recording is very low above 150 Hz). This re-sampling reduced the
size of the files to process and, therefore, the computational time,
without removing frequency components of interest. A high pass
Butterworth filter of 3rd order and cut-off frequency of 0.2 Hz was
applied to eliminate any slow time varying drift. A relatively small
sample size of five was selected so that individual differences and
similarities could be readily described, in addition to comparing
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were to be compared, and identical input signals were used in all
animals, the responseswere synchronised using cross-correlations
between the input signals.
Tomove the chordotonal organ the shaker, onwhich the forceps
grasping the apodeme of the FeCO was mounted, was driven with
waveforms generated in MATLAB R⃝, with a sampling frequency of
10,000 Hz. The displacements were applied to the apodeme via a
digital-to-analogue (DA) converter (Fig. 1(C)) and included a Gaus-
sianWhiteNoise (GWN) (band limited to 0–50Hz) and a sinusoidal
(5 Hz) signal. The amplitude of the signals emulated the angular
displacement of the tibia relative to the femur from 20°–100° ap-
proximately (Field & Burrows, 1982). We used GWN as an input to
the system since it simultaneously excites all frequencies and am-
plitudes within a specified range and at thus reduces experimental
and computational time. To test the ANNmodels withmore realis-
tic inputs, a sinusoid of 5 Hzwas also applied to the FeCO (and later
to the ANN) representing, approximately, the step frequency of
gregarious locusts (Burns, 1973). The peak-to-peak displacement
amplitude of the forceps was 1 mm, which represented the max-
imum linear displacement of the FeCO apodeme (Dewhirst et al.,
2012; Field&Burrows, 1982). Previous studies have shown that the
synaptic responses of FETi have a transient phase lasting approxi-
mately 3 s from the beginning of the FeCO stimulation, followed by
a steady state period starting approximately after 10 s, with a tran-
sition period in-between (Dewhirst et al., 2012). Although ANNs
are able to adapt during transient responses, to compare directly
with previousmethods, the signals used to train the networkswere
composed only of the steady state section of the responses (De-
whirst et al., 2012). All signals were visually inspected for the qual-
ity of the recording prior to analysis. The results are based on five
successful recordings of 30 s duration of FETi responses to 50 Hz
band-limited GWN inputs and 5 Hz sinusoidal inputs from five an-
imals.
2.2. Artificial neural networks for system identification
We adopted a dynamical artificial neural network, based on
a Feed Forward Neural Network (FFNN), known as a Time Delay
Neural Network (TDNN) (Waibel, Hanazawa, Hinton, Shikano, &
Lang, 1989), to model FETi responses. This type of network uses
delayed versions of the input to estimate the output, which turns
a static FFNN into a dynamic network (Haykin, 1999), assuming
that the response of FETi was a combination of the current and past
input samples. The architecture of the ANNwas formed by an input
and an output layer and a series of hidden layers, each of which
was formed by a determined number of nodes. A node is defined
mathematically as follows:
y = f (Σiwjixi + θi) (1)
where x and y are the i inputs and outputs respectively of the jth
node, wji are the weights for each input, θi is the bias and f (x) is
referred to as the activation function (Xing & Pham, 1995).
The activation function f (x) (Eq. (2)) used in the hidden layers
of both networks is a sigmoid function, the most used activation
function (Jain, Jianchang, & Mohiuddin, 1996; Xing & Pham, 1995).
f (x) = 1/(1+ e−x). (2)
This function was used to introduce a non-linearity in the esti-
mated output. The output layer also contained anode,whose trans-
fer function was a linear function instead of a sigmoid function,
meaning that all the non-linear calculations occurred within the
hidden layers.
The Matlab R⃝ timedelaynet built-in function was used to
design the ANN network, specifying the number of layers anddelays and the training function. A Levenberg–Marquardt back-
propagation algorithm was used for training the network and to
calculate the weights between nodes. This algorithm is a version
of the back-propagation algorithm, chosen for its accuracy and fast
convergence compared to classical back-propagation algorithms
(Bishop, 1995; Webb, Lowe, & Bedworth, 1988). The number of
samples in the input vector (i.e. the delayed input signal) was set
to 100 samples (corresponding to an impulse response of 0.2 s in
duration), based on preliminary optimisation studies. This value is
similar to the length of the impulse response for the LNL model
applied to the same data (120 samples, Dewhirst et al., 2012). Each
time the network is trained, its performance depends on the initial
value of the weights (which are usually initialised randomly). To
remove this additional source of variation between individuals, the
initial weight valueswere specified in the network description and
the same set of initial values was used for each network.
2.3. Metaheuristic algorithms for ANN architecture design
The performance of ANNs depends greatly on the number of
nodes and layers of the ANN chosen. In this work we used a
metaheuristic algorithm to indicate an optimal architecture. The
algorithm was a combination of two metaheuristic algorithms:
Evolutionary Programming (EP) (Eiben & Smith, 2003) and Parti-
cle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) (Kennedy & Eberhart, 1995). The
algorithm combined the characteristics from metaheuristic opti-
misation methods proposed in the literature (Angeline, Saunders,
& Pollack, 1994; Benardos & Vosniakos, 2007; Suraweera & Ranas-
inghe, 2008).
The algorithm is composed by a series of functions (Fig. 2). The
first function of the algorithm creates a population of potential
ANN’s with individuals having specific architectures with up to 5
hidden layers and 32 nodes in each layer.
xη = [n1 n2 n3 n4 n5] (3)
where xη is a vector representing an individual’s architecture, η
is the specific individual within the population, and ni are the
number of nodes in each of the five layers of the ANN. The number
of nodes in each layer was modified at every generation through
variation operators, until an optimal solution was found. The
optimal architecture was a trade-off between the performance of
the network and its complexity (total number of nodes), with the
performance being defined here as the prediction accuracy, while
the complexity is defined by its size (i.e. the number of hidden
layers and nodes). Once each individual from a population had
been randomly initialised, the population ‘evolved’ over a number
of generations.
The algorithm contains a series of functions used in the
generation of each ANN (Fig. 2). The first function was a cleaning
function designed to avoid empty ANNs during the iteration
process, i.e. networks that had no nodes in any layer, andwere thus
formed by just an input and an output. When the population was
created and passed through the cleaning function, the networks
were trained with the 50 Hz band-limited GWN response of FETi.
The training signal was composed of two thirds of a recording of
FETi from either one individual animal or the averaged response
from all five animals. The training data (2/3 of the recording) was
then divided into another three sections to use in the training
process, one for training theweights (70%), one for validating them
(15%) and one for testing its response (15%). The validation data is
used during the calculation of the weights to check whether the
network is improving and the testing data is used at the end of the
training process to checkwhether the training has been successful.
To determine how close to the optimal solution the networks
were, their fitness was calculated on the remaining third of the
recording, not used with the training algorithm. The optimal
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feed-forward network combining the metaheuristic methods of Evolutionary
Programming (EP) and Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO). This algorithm was
repeated either for a number of specified generations or until it converged, with
every member of the population having the same unchanging architecture.
performance was represented by the highest fitness in the search
space, which was a combination of two traits: high performance
and low complexity. To estimate the performance, the Normalised
Mean Square Error (NMSE) was calculated (Eq. (4)), between the
estimated output and the recorded output.
NMSE(%) = 100

N
i=1
(yi − yˆi)2

/

N
i=1
(yi)2

(4)
where yi is the measured output in the FETi at the ith sample and
yˆi is the estimated output of N samples, from the trained neural
network.
The fitness function designed (Eq. (5)) seeks a compromise
between the goodness-of-fit of the network and its complexity and
is based on that used by Benardos and Vosniakos (2007).
fit = e(100/NMSE(η)−a·n(η)) (5)
whereNMSE is theNormalisedMSE (%) as described in Eq. (4) of the
individual η, and n(η) is the total number of hidden neurons of the
individual networkη. a is an adjustable parameter set in this case to
a = 0.002, which relates the importance of the size to the accuracy
of the network. This value was chosen through trial and error
methods, where high performances and small size networks were
rewarded. Although the computational time is not directly takeninto account in the fitness function, the networks are set to train
for only 200 epochs (iterations of the back-propagation algorithm),
and therefore those that had not converged, and needed a longer
time to train, would result in a higher NMSE value and the faster
ones would show higher fitness.
Once the networks had its fitness calculated, variation oper-
ators were applied to the population that were defined by the
evolutionary algorithms (first PSO and then EP) and the fitness
function. First, PSO was applied. The global and individual best
ANNs were found to use with the PSO equations (Shi & Eberhart,
1998a), and the ‘velocity’ of each individual calculated (Eqs. (6a)
and (6b)). The architecture of the individual represents its position
(a vector of five parameters that represent the number of nodes
in each layer), and the velocity of the individual is the change in
the number of nodes in the architecture between the past iteration
and the current iteration, is represented as another vectorwith five
parameters. The global best was the architecture with the highest
fitness obtained so far over the generations throughout the whole
population. The individual best was the best performing architec-
ture obtained by each individual over the generations. In each of
the generations, the individualswere ‘moved’with a certain ‘veloc-
ity’ towards the best performing architectures in the search space,
namely those with highest fitness, according to the equation be-
low.
vη(t + 1) = ivη(t)+ 2R1(pη − xη(t))+ 2R2(pg − xη(t)) (6a)
xη(t + 1) = xη(t)+ vη(t + 1) (6b)
where η is the individual, vη is the velocity of the individual at gen-
eration t , i is the inertia weight, pη is the personal best position of
the individual, xη is the actual position (i.e. number of hidden lay-
ers and nodes in each layer of the individual, as in Eq. (3)), pg is the
global best position of the population and R1 and R2 are random
numbers in the range [0, 1]. Using these ‘velocities’ (Eq. (6a)) the
population is ‘moved’ towards those architectures that progres-
sively represent the measured system better. The inertia weight
i was set to 1.05 for this case, since it has been suggested that val-
ues between 0.8 and 1.2 are those that give the algorithm the best
chance of finding the global optimum (Angeline et al., 1994; Shi
& Eberhart, 1998a). The value 1.05 was selected for its ability of
finding the optimal value without failures (Shi & Eberhart, 1998a,
1998b).
Once the population was moved towards the global and
personal best through PSO, it was mutated using EP. The mutation
rate of the algorithm is a dynamic rate based on the evolutionary
algorithm of Angeline et al. (1994), dependent on the fitness of
the individuals (Eq. (7)). The purpose of the dynamic mutation
rate is to encourage big changes for those individuals with poor
performance and a fine tune search when the networks are near
the optimum. Instead of using the maximum fitness achievable
which is unknown, the fitness of the global best individual is used,
and results in the global best architecture not beingmutated in that
generation.
R = 1− fit(η)/fitmax (7)
where fit(η) is the fitness of the individual and fitmax is the fitness
of the currently global best architecture.
To ensure that only the architectures with higher fitness are
transmitted to the next generation, a competition function is
included. This function compares the fitness of each couple of
parent and offspring, retaining in the next generation the one with
the higher fitness, assuring the survival of the fittest.
The optimisation process was repeated over a number of
iterations, or generations, and the output of the algorithm was
considered to be the optimal architecture and used to predict the
data recorded from the FETi motor neuron.
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The architectures of the ANNs obtained for FETi in 5
different animals. Each network is composed of two
hidden layers of up to 8 neurons in each.
Layer 1 Layer 2
Animal 1 6 1
Animal 2 4 1
Animal 3 6 2
Animal 4 8 7
Animal 5 8 3
Average response 5 2
2.4. Linear Nonlinear Linear (LNL) model
The Linear–Nonlinear–Linear model, also known as Wiener
Hammerstein model (Hunter & Korenberg, 1986), is a cascade
model consisting of two dynamical linear elements separated by
a static nonlinear element, of the form:
y(t) =
T−1
σ=0
g(σ )
Q
q=0
C (q)

T−1
τ=0
h(τ )u(t − σ − τ)
q
(8)
where g(σ ) and h(τ ) are the dynamic linear elements, C (q)
represents the coefficients, u is the input and y the output.
This model is a subset of the Volterra series. The coefficients of
the model can be calculated using different optimisation methods,
such as the Least Squares method or a method developed by
Korenberg and Hunter (1986) based on the Levenberg–Marquardt
algorithm.
To compare the responses produced by the ANNs, the results
from the LNLmodels developed by Dewhirst et al. (2012) are used,
since they have been designed using the same recordings.
3. Results
3.1. FETi responses to FeCO apodeme displacement
Displacement of the apodeme of the FeCO evoked a synaptic
response in FETi. Stretches of the apodeme, equivalent to flexions
of the tibia, evoked depolarisations, whereas relaxation of the
apodeme, equivalent to extensions of the tibia resulted in
hyperpolarisation, typical of a resistance reflex (Fig. 3(A)) (Field
& Matheson, 1998). The responses of FETi to displacement of the
FeCO apodemewith a 50HzGWN stimulus resulted in the synaptic
responses following, approximately, the input signal (Fig. 3(B)).
The responses of FETi to the same stimulus input in different
animals (n = 5) appeared similar although there was some clear
variability, or individual differences, between animals (Fig. 3(C)).
To estimate a representative response of FETi across all
individuals, an average response was calculated from the recorded
FETi signals from 5 animals (shown in Fig. 3(B)). This average
responsewas later used to determinewhether it can be considered
representative of the system. It was also used to study the inter-
animal variability of the FETi motor neuron response and the ANN
model generalisation.
3.2. Architectures of the ANN models
The metaheuristic algorithm was run once for each FETi
response and once for the average, a total of six times, over
50 generations. The output of the algorithm provided the
architectures of the ANNs used to model each of the individual
responses and were composed of up to two hidden layers, with
each layer with between one and six nodes (Table 1).
The architectures for the individual responses and the average
response were similar, although the algorithm allowed for
networks with up to 32 neurons and 5 hidden layers. All networks
were relatively small (Table 1) and were composed of two hidden
layers with between 1 and 8 nodes in each layer.Fig. 3. Response of the FETi motor neuron to a 50 Hz band-limited GWN stimulus
and a 5 Hz sinusoidal stimulus applied to the FeCO apodeme. (A) Raw response to
5Hz before post-processing, including background noise and the stimulus onset. (B)
Average GWN response after post processing. (C) Responses of FETi from 5 different
animals to a 5 Hz sinusoidal stimulus.
3.3. Validation of the ANNs
The architectures obtained with the metaheuristic algorithm
were trained for each of the FETi responses obtained from different
animals (Fig. 3) using GWN as an input signal. An individualmodel,
such as that for Animal 5 (Fig. 4(A)), was able to follow the response
to the GWN signal quite well. The models for individual FETi
responses from the different animals had a range of performance
when tested with previously unseen data (the 1/3 of data not
used in the network training) from the same individual. Themodel
of FETi in Animal 3 had the best performance, with a NMSE of
15.5% (Table 2), indicating that the model was able to predict
well, most of the FETi response. The models performed less well
in other animals, with NMSEs of 29.4% in Animal 1, 18.1% in
Animal 2 and 16.9% in Animal 5. The model for Animal 4 was the
worst performing, with a NMSE of 33.7%. Together, these models
produced an average NMSE of 21.6 ± 7.9% (NMSE ± Standard
Deviation, SD), which represents the prediction error on unseen
data from the each of the responses.
An ANN optimised for the average response also produced a
good performing model with 5 nodes in the first hidden layer
and 2 in the second (Table 1). This model had a NMSE of 15.8%
(Fig. 4(B)), slightly worse than that of the best performance seen
using individual responses of FETi from different animals, but
better than any other model. This improved performance may be
expected since the averaging process reduces the additive noise in
the recordings.
A. Costalago Meruelo et al. / Neural Networks 75 (2016) 56–65 61Fig. 4. ANN fit to Animal 5 and the average response. (A) The networks have been
trained with two thirds of the FETi motor neuron response from Animal 5 to 50 Hz
band-limited GWN. (B) Network trained with two thirds of the average response to
50 Hz band-limited GWN. (C) Input GWN signal applied to the system.
Table 2
NMSE (%) of the performances of the TDNN and LNL (from Dewhirst (2013)—using
the same procedure on the same data) for GWN and the 5 Hz sine-wave.
Model TDNN LNL
Testing signal GWN 5 Hz GWN 5 Hz
Average response 15.8 8.4 36.9 13.4
Animal 1 29.4 39.4 32.1 13.4
Animal 2 18.1 40.0 27.5 16.3
Animal 3 15.5 9.0 30.7 44.9
Animal 4 33.7 26.5 41.2 82.9
Animal 5 16.9 14.2 27.8 33.3
Mean 21.6 22.9 32.7 34.1
The performance of all the individual ANNs, expressed as
NMSE, was compared to the Linear–Nonlinear–Linear (LNL) model
designed by Dewhirst et al. (2012). Both models behaved similarly
(Fig. 5), although the TDNN models consistently had lower
prediction errors. The TDNN had a mean NMSE of 21.6% while the
LNL models had a mean NMSE of 27.5%. A Mann–Whitney U test,
chosen for the small sample size and the non-normality of the data,
showed that the performances between the TDNN and the LNLFig. 5. Comparison of the NMSE of the TDNN and the LNL cascade models. The
NMSE of the models was calculated when training and testing the models with
50 Hz band-limited GWN. Testing was carried out on data not used in training, but
from the same individual. The NMSEwas bigger for the LNLmodel in all individuals.
The box-plots represent the median and quartiles and the whiskers extreme values
of the same data.
were significantly different (U = 6.0, p = 0.05), which suggests
that the ANNs were better at predicting FETi responses to GWN.
3.4. Validating ANNs with sinusoidal inputs
To validate the ANN models estimated from a GWN input
signal, their ability to predict a FETi response to 5 Hz sinusoidal
stimulus applied to the FeCO was determined. An individual
model, such as the model optimised for Animal 5 and trained
with GWN predicted approximately the 5 Hz response from the
same individual (Fig. 6(A)). The NMSE from individual responses
ranged from 9.0% to 40.0% (Table 2). The best performing animal
with GWN (NMSE of 15.5%) was also the best performing animal
with a 5 Hz sinusoidal input (Animal 3 with NMSE = 9.0%). The
worst performing animal with GWN (Animal 4), however, was
not the worst performing with 5 Hz sinusoidal input (Animal
2 with NMSE = 40.0%). The performance of the TDNN trained
with the average response and tested with a 5 Hz sinusoid had
an NMSE of 8.4% (Fig. 6) showing that the GWN-trained ANN
model was able to predict more than 91% of the responses to
the sinusoidal input signal. The previous LNL models described by
Dewhirst et al. (2012), when tested with 5 Hz sinusoidal inputs,
showed a performance ranging from NMSE of 15% to 83%. A
Mann–Whitney U test showed that while the means appear very
different, the performances with 5 Hz input of the TDNN (with
meanNMSE= 22.9%) and the LNL (withmeanNMSE= 34.1%)were
not significantly different (U = 13.0, p = 0.49), due in part to
the considerable variability of both the ANN and the LNL models
with different individuals (TDNN has considerably lower NMSE in
only three of the five animals), and the small sample size. The ANNs
can thus be considered at least as accurate, if not better, than LNL
and Wiener methods (Dewhirst et al., 2012) at predicting unseen
sinusoidal data from FETi recordings.
3.5. Generalisation of the ANNs to FETi responses in different animals
The FETi responses from different animals showed clear
individual differences, or variability (Fig. 3). Understanding the
underlying common responses of the same neuron between
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sinusoid. (A) Measured signal in Animal 5, and its prediction from the individual
model optimised with GWN prediction. (B) Average signal and its prediction from
the ANN model optimised on GWN stimuli and the averaged responses. (C) Input
signal to the FeCO.
individuals and where the differences between individuals lie,
could aid in a better understanding of how nervous systems
generate behaviour. We therefore asked how accurately a model
designed for one particular individual can predict the response
from another individual. For this purpose, the ANNs trained with
individual responseswere testedwith all the animal responses and
their NMSE calculated (Fig. 7).
The performances of the ANNs showed an average NMSE of
47.7% (SD = 32.4%) for all tests. This indicates that any of the
ANNs designed can predict on average 52.3% of the response in
any individual FETi in different animals. The ANN trained with
the average response had a lower NMSE when predicting the
individual responses, with an average NMSE 34.2% (SD= 23.9%). A
network trainedwith the average response could predict therefore
an average of 65.8% of the responses in any individual.
To test whether there was a difference in the generalisation
power of the models based on the training signal used, a Friedman
test was applied. The test, run across the NMSEs from all models,
was not significant (χ2 = 8.93, p = 0.063). Therefore, no
individual model was significantly better or worse than any other
in generalising to other animals.
Although most of the individual responses were similar, all
models fail to predict the synaptic responses from Animal 4,Fig. 7. NMSEs of all the ANN models to predict recordings from each of the other
animal and the averaged response. The abscissa refers to the signal used in training
and each symbol reflects the signal used in testing. The NMSE value was calculated
after the networks were trained with 50 Hz band-limited GWN and tested with
unseen 50 Hz band-limited GWN. The box-plots represent the median and the
quartiles and the whiskers extreme values of the data. Each individual value is also
shown. Results showed that no specific model was the best performing model and
statistical tests indicate that there were no significant differences between model
performances (Friedman’s test, p > 0.05).
excluding the ANN trained with data from Animal 4 (black circles
in Fig. 7). This may be considered an illustration of inter-subject
variability of the FETi responses,where Animal 4 appears to behave
differently from other individuals. Considering that not all the FETi
responses can be predicted perfectly with anymodel, other factors
might be present that influence the output and are not taken into
account in the modelling process.
3.6. Variability between individuals
In the previous section we focused on the six models estimated
and asked how well each could predict the FETi responses. The
counterpart to this question is addressed now, by focusing on each
recording, and asking how well they are predicted by any of the
models.
As seen in Fig. 8, Animal 3 and the average response to GWN
were the best-predicted responses by all the individual mod-
els, with an average NMSE of 32.73% (SD = 15.4%) and 30.83%
(SD = 13.7%) respectively. Animal 4 was the worst predicted in-
dividual response by any model (as already observed above), with
an average NMSE of 98.3% (SD= 46.9%). A Friedman test was con-
ducted to determine whether there was a difference for an indi-
vidual response to be predicted by anymodel, i.e. the inter-subject
variability. The test showed that the individuals were significantly
different from each other when being predicted by any ANNmodel
(χ2 = 11.5, p = 0.04). AWilcoxon signed-rank testwith a Bonfer-
roni correction (significance level of p < 0.003) showed that the
individuals, grouped by pairs, were not significantly different from
each other (p > 0.046).
4. Discussion
The results of this study indicate that ANNs can be used to
model responses of individual neurons in neural networks and can
be used to explore and understand individual differences in their
responses.
A. Costalago Meruelo et al. / Neural Networks 75 (2016) 56–65 63Fig. 8. NMSEs of all the animals when predicted by each of the ANN models. The
abscissa refers to the animal used in testing and each symbol reflects the animal
used in the model training. The box-plots represent the median and the quartiles
and the whiskers extreme values of the data. The figure is based on same data
as used in Fig. 7, but presented ordered by animal, rather than by model. The
model from Animal 4 clearly provided the worst prediction, except in predicting
the response of Animal 4. Statistical results showed that there were no significant
differences between individuals (Friedman, p > 0.05).
We have developed a method to design architectures for ANNs
to model the synaptic responses of an identified motor neuron
in a proprioceptive neural network. The metaheuristic algorithms
optimised the ANN architectures to reduce computational time
and improve their generalisation abilities. The ANNs were more
accurate at predicting GWN responses in FETi than previously
tested methods on the same neuron (Dewhirst et al., 2009).
However, the ANNs were not significantly better at predicting the
response to the sinusoidal input than the previously usedmethods
(Dewhirst et al., 2009; Dewhirst et al., 2012; Newland & Kondoh,
1997).
We have shown, for the first time, that the models developed
from a specific individual neuron can generalise well and predict
the responses of the same neuron in other animals. This suggests
that anANNmodel could be used as amathematical representation
of the FETi neuron response to FeCO stimulation in any locust based
on system estimates from one individual, with the caveat that
predictions tend to be better when the same individual is used in
training the model. This points to some individual differences and
in our sample of five locusts, four were similar, but one (Animal 4)
was clearly more distinct. There are a number of possible reasons
for why the model fit is not perfect, even within each individual:
theremaybe some adaptation (variation over time) in the response
over the duration of stimulation; the low complexity of themodels
may not allow subtle features of the responses to be captured;
additional inputs to the FETi not taken into account in the model;
noise due to the electronic recording system. Perhaps the main
contributor is spontaneous neuronal activity (noted even before
stimulation commences) (Burrows, Laurent, & Field, 1988) and
no input–output model would be able to account for that. In the
current approach, all these factors would be captured in themean-
square error and contribute to the NMSE.
4.1. Comparison with other modelling methods
The results suggest that ANNs can be used as mathematical
tools to study neural responses with a high degree of accuracy.
Moreover, they have been shown to outperform previous LNLand Volterra methods ((Dewhirst, 2013; Dewhirst et al., 2009;
Newland & Kondoh, 1997)) in predicting the responses of FETi to
a GWN displacement of the FeCO apodeme, with an approximate
improvement of 10% over LNLmethods (Dewhirst, 2013) and a 25%
improvement over Wiener methods (Newland & Kondoh, 1997).
Both ANN and LNL methods have also been shown to be able to
predict sinusoidal responses, where the model used was trained
with 50 Hz band-limited GWN data from the same individual in
which the synaptic responses of FETi to 5Hz sinusoidal stimulation
were recorded. The mean square error of the TDNN method was
much lower than that obtained with Wiener methods (Dewhirst,
2013) but was not significantly different from LNL methods. This
suggests that the ANNs and LNLs were similarly good at predicting
responses to different inputs within the same animal. The small
sample size togetherwith considerable individual variability in the
NMSE contributed to this result; clearly ANN is not better in every
individual.
Other studies have also used Wiener methods to model neural
responses to GWN stimuli. For example, Marmarelis and Naka
(1973b) modelled the averaged intracellular responses of neurons
in the catfish retina using Wiener kernels, with a NMSE of 25%
or less, using modulated light as the white noise input stimulus.
Proprioceptors in a chordotonal organ in the crab were also
modelled using Wiener kernel methods (DiCaprio, 2003) and the
NMSEof the second-ordermodelswas around6%–26%when tested
with data from the same individual. The NMSE obtained with
ANNs in FETi in the current work is comparable to that obtained
using Wiener models of the same neuron, but is not as accurate
as other Wiener methods applied in other neuronal systems. The
most likely explanation of which is that the studies by DiCaprio
(2003) on the crab andMarmarelis and Naka (1973b) on the catfish
focused on the input stages to the neural networks, whereas here
we focused on the output, a motor neuron, FETi. The consequence
of this is that FETi responses not only include those correlatedwith
the stimulus input but also uncorrelated spontaneous synaptic
responses typical of central neurons that clearly cannot be
predicted from the input signal (see for example Burrows, 1987;
Büschges, Kittmann, & Schmitz, 1994; Field & Burrows, 1982).
The advantage of using ANNs however, is that not only can
they predict accurately the responses to an input, but they are
also able to predict responses to other inputs and, furthermore,
able to predict responses in different individuals using the same
model. Such modelling technique provides the flexibility that any
animal could be used to train the networks, namely an individual
response to a stimulus or even the average response calculated
across different individuals.
One should add that the comparison between models also
depends on how the model order was chosen, and the conclusion
that one model is ‘better’ than another has to be considered with
some caution, especially when the performance does not differ by
very much and there are quite large differences in performance in
different individual animals.
4.2. Variability across individuals
Goldman et al. (2001) and Marder and Taylor (2011) suggested
that models based on individual or averaged responses may not
be representative of the system across a population of individuals
due to variability and individual differences even within identified
neurons. A mathematical model able to capture the common
response in different individuals would be able to describe better
the responses within the population. However, as far as we know,
no generic mathematical model of neural responses in identified
neurons has been tested across different individual responses. Our
results show that the individual responses of FETi can be predicted
by any of the ANN models developed from FETi in any other
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data used to train the network. The model fitted to the averaged
responses tended to give a better fit across all individuals (see
Fig. 8), but this was not consistently observed.
Using the performances of the models, it has also been shown
that the individual responses are not significantly different from
one another. Previous studies have shown that mathematical
models of FETi (Dewhirst et al., 2009; Newland & Kondoh, 1997)
produced similar values of NMSE when the model was developed
and tested with data from the same individual. Such models,
however, were never used to test their applicability to the
responses of other individuals. DiCaprio (2003) and Marmarelis
and Naka (1973b) also used Wiener methods, but again did not
test their applicability across individuals. It is notoriously difficult
to interpret ANN models behaviour, and applying the models
between individuals provides ameans of assessing their similarity.
The conclusion that models fit well between individuals suggests
that results from one individual, or a small sample of individuals,
provide a good approximation to the behaviour of the identified
neurone per se.
The errors observed in the ANN models when tested with
different individual responses can only partly be explained by
differences across animals as a result of spontaneous activity
found in central interneurons andmotor neurons (Büschges, 1990;
Field & Burrows, 1982). The observation that performance is
consistently best when themodel is trained on the same individual
from which the (previously unseen) test data is taken, suggests
that the models are distinct, not just that the noise levels differ.
Variability has been shown in the synaptic properties of identified
neurons, where responses across individuals differ, while the
overall neural circuit behaviour remains the same, or similar, in
all individuals (Marder & Taylor, 2011). Another explanation for
these differences is small variations in the encoding of a stimulus in
each individual. Schneidman, Brenner, Tishby, van Steveninck, and
Bialek (2001) showed that approximately 30% of the information
in an identified motor neuron in flies is specific to each individual,
whereas the remaining 70% is a common response which is similar
in the samemotor neuron from the whole population of flies. Such
a common response might also be present in the FETi, where the
ability of the ANNs to predict part of the responses in all individuals
represents a common response to all in the population, whereas
the individuality of the responses, or uncorrelated spontaneous
activity, remains as errors.
Nonetheless, the errors in the responses might not be entirely
due to inherent differences between animals, but also may include
differences within the same animal, such as variations over time,
or across individuals, such as small changes in experimental
methods (i.e. precise location of the electrodes). The nature of the
experiments is such that repetition (with renewed insertion of
electrodes) is not practicable.
Whether the average response is the most appropriate char-
acteristic to represent a system is still debatable (Goldman et al.,
2001; Marder & Taylor, 2011). Our results suggest that an ANN
model fitted to the responses averaged across individuals, pro-
vides a fairly good fit in all animals, and may thus be deemed
as representative. The models developed were able to predict re-
sponses in different individuals, which show that FETi responses
share common features across different individuals, but the re-
sponses contain some individuality that cannot be predicted by a
generic model. Caution is recommended in assuming any model
represents the behaviour of the identified neurone across a popu-
lation.
In summary, the ANN models designed in this study have
been shown to be significantly better than previously explored
mathematical models of the FETi responses to GWN. ANNs thus
provide a promising method in the study of the neural responsesand similarly structured networks in locust and other species. The
average response provides a robust basis for model fit, although
further evidence of the presence of individual differences was
found. Themodels designedwith ANNs thus appear promising as a
tool in analysing neuronal reflexes andmay guide the future design
of engineering control systems or medical assistive devices.
4.3. Conclusion
Here we show that ANNs can be used to model the synaptic
responses of an identified motor neuron in a proprioceptive
neural network to a GWN stimulus with more accuracy than
previously used methods, such as Wiener or LNL models, and with
undistinguishable accuracy following sinusoidal stimuli. We have
developed a newmethod to optimise the ANN architecture, which
reduces computational time and improves the generalisation
abilities of the networks. ANNs thus appear promising tools for
the analysis of neuronal networks. We show that ANN models are
able to predict responses to other (previously unseen) inputs and,
furthermore, the responses of the same motor neuron in other
animals. Any ANN model was able to estimate the responses in
any individual, although predictions tended to be better within
the same animal, highlighting the common function of the motor
neuron in different animals, aswell as some individual differences.
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